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METALS UPDATE 
July 2, 2014 
 
London Gold AM Fix $1,326.75 +$1.00 from prior AM Fix LME Copper Stocks 156,775 tons +2,075 tons 
Gold Stocks unchanged at 8.299 million ounces, Silver Stocks 176.234 million ounces +716,988  
 
Asian equity markets were higher overnight following in the footsteps of the US markets on Wednesday but also 
from the most recent round of favorable global manufacturing results. The Nikkei even managed a fresh 5 month 
high. European equity markets started out higher fueled by catch-up buying to Wall Street's rise in the prior 
session but also lifted in the wake of a decline in Spanish jobless figures and by French calls for the ECB to begin 
bond purchases. Another issue providing lift to equities and physical commodities was a 14th straight increase in 
UK Construction PMI, which weighed in at a lofty 62.6 reading. The US economic report slate today brings forth a 
series of private jobs estimates from Challenger and ADP, with an On-line help wanted prediction due out at 9:00 
am. Other less critical data scheduled for release during the US trade today are ISM New York, Manufacturing 
Shipments and a weekly mortgage applications survey. Estimates for the ADP report center on a gain of 200,000 
jobs this morning, while the trade expects US manufacturing shipments to have notched lower.  
 
 
GOLD / SILVER 
 
Spotty US economic data yesterday might have provided a fresh wave of safe haven buying of gold and silver, 
but it is also possible that reports of yet another South African labor strike (this time from National Union of Metals 
Workers and engineers) provided the precious metals with some lift. Another potentially supportive story line for 
gold into the Wednesday morning action is positive Chinese economic data and gains in the Shanghai Composite 
which in turn might improve Chinese physical gold and silver demand prospects. It is also possible that more 
labor troubles in South Africa could rekindle supply-side threats again, especially if energy and utility workers 
agree to join the latest South African battle for higher wages. News yesterday that Turkish gold imports in June 
"more than doubled" probably adds to the upward tilt in gold today. The world's largest gold ETF saw their gold 
holdings rise by 5.69 tonnes for a second straight daily build, and have now reached their largest gold holdings 
level since April 16th. Overall gold derivative holdings rose by 175,558 ounces while silver derivative holdings 
declined by 21,554 ounces. Talk of more investment flowing toward the metals, at the start of the new month and 
new quarter, should give the bull camp an edge to start today and therefore the impact from a series of US private 
employment reports might not be as critical as data earlier this week.  
 
 
PLATINUM  
 
A sharp upside extension in platinum prices gives the bull camp a definitive technical advantage, especially since 
the gains were at least partially inspired by an ongoing pattern of strong US auto sales results. However, positive 
economic views flowing from China also add to the bullish demand tilt in the PGM. In addition to short-covering 
buying and fresh outright buying, it is also possible that commercial users, who were short-bought, are now being 
forced to chase this market higher to fill needs that might not be re-filled easily during the long slow process of re-
starting mining operations in South Africa. The added complication of a nationwide metal workers strike probably 
prompted some commercial or physical buyers to act earlier this week, especially since there is also talk that 
energy and utility workers in South Africa might join the strike. In short, with platinum reaching the highest price 
level since last August and palladium prices reaching their highest level since the big correction day of June 12th, 
the latest swing higher is starting to gain respect for the PGM bull trend and that is not insignificant in the wake of 
talk that metals are garnering some portfolio rotation interest. Platinum derivative holdings overnight increased by 
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1,067 ounces, while Palladium derivative holdings overnight rose by a very "significant" 26,951 ounces.  
 
TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: While gold and silver are periodically garnering safe haven and currency-related 
buying interest, the most compelling bull angle over the coming two trading sessions might be the prospect of a 
South African energy and utility workers strike, as "no power" or "limited power" to the mines would have the 
same impact as a mineworkers strike. Even in the best of times, the energy grid in South Africa has a spotty track 
record and a sustained shutdown threat should not be discounted. With reports of fund and investment rotation 
money flowing to precious metals and palladium derivative holdings jumping up very sharply overnight, the bull 
camp might be able to ride through a heavy flow of jobs news today without an adverse reaction. Near-term 
support in August Gold moves up to $1,322 and close-in support in September Silver moves up to $21.04. 
Support in October Platinum is seen at an old high of $1,515.00 while support in September Palladium is seen at 
$855.80. The bulls maintain control. 
 
 
COPPER  
 
Definitive gains in US equities and the overall positive spin from global manufacturing results should help to 
underpin copper against an obvious short term overbought technical condition. In fact, given the low to high rally 
in September Copper of 20.35 cents from the June low, the bull camp in copper will need ongoing gains in 
equities, more gains in precious metals prices and or renewed weakness in the Dollar just to see nearby prices 
maintain levels near the highest levels since March 5th. The market is facing some initial adversity this morning in 
the wake of reports of a decline in Chinese implied refined copper demand for the month of May. Another issue 
that is undermining copper to start is news that LME copper stocks rose by 2,075 tons overnight but it should also 
be noted that LME copper stocks have seen more minimal gains in daily stocks in the last two weeks than they 
registered in the first 4 months of 2014. While we think the precious metals markets will discount private US jobs 
data and other scheduled data today, the copper market needs a sweep of positive data and even higher equities 
to get past its overbought technical condition and more importantly to get past somewhat discouraging Chinese 
implied copper demand weakness overnight.  
 
With September Copper prices reaching as high as 20 cents a pound off the June lows, the copper market is 
short-term overbought. While the last COT report still showed copper to be net spec short, the bull camp will need 
fresh fundamental justification to push copper prices back to another new high for the move. Support in 
September Copper moves up to $3.1940 and then down at $3.1830. Resistance today is initially pegged at 
$3.2095 and then again at this week's high of $3.2135.  
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